A New Study: “Shot Blasting and Sand Blasting in Sub-Saharan Africa”

Sub-Saharan Africa enjoys the highest growth rate in the world. A group of countries (Nigeria, Gabon, Angola, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Cameroon, and Kenya) are on the same path as Southeast Asia in the 80s. Their growth will unfold even faster, driven by lavish Oil and Gas production and considerable mining operations. Less known are 40 vehicle assembly plants in 10 of these countries, 30+ foundries and forges, a dozen of significant shipyards, gas bottle reconditioning, corrosion protection and structural steel processing.

The 200+ page “Shot Blasting and Sand Blasting in Sub-Saharan Africa Study,” prepared by Erwan Henry and published by IRIS International, covers 46 countries (not including the well-chartered Republic or South Africa) and provides contact details of 250+ companies engaged in shot blasting and sand blasting, and of 200+ companies soon to be setting up blasting operations.

The current ASU (Apparent Steel Usage) in this region, however, represents the one of France or Poland! The Shot Blasting and Sand Blasting in Sub-Saharan Africa Study is a business development tool for blasting equipment and media suppliers looking for sources of growth.

A 16-page sample of the study is available on request at shotblasting.study@gmail.com.